LETTER FROM OUR CO-PRESIDENTS

Dear SHSEF Supporter,


These are what come to mind when we think of the past year. Don’t get us wrong, it was also chaotic and unprecedented, but when we think of SHSEF donors and the impact you have made on our school community, we are filled with immense gratitude.

Because of you, Sequoia was able to pivot to distance learning and support families in crisis. SHSEF donors ensured students who needed it received a loaned Chromebook and internet access; families addressed housing and medical needs through emergency grants; and teachers received training and technology support to provide online instruction.

However, there were many other ways SHSEF donors made a difference this year. In the AVID Program, 100% of seniors were accepted to a college this fall. PTSA Mini-Grants supported 36 campus projects, including the Sequoia Robotics Team and World Studies. Additional instruction and support allowed students to attend higher level IB math, a JAVA class, and six core classes.

Before and after shelter-in-place and distance learning, SHSEF donors supported students and families, enhanced curriculum and instruction, and increased access to learning opportunities and resources.

You also made our 2019-20 goal with over 814 gifts totaling over $848,000! These funds will continue to support critical Sequoia programs and instruction in 2020-21, including a full-time college counselor, reduced class sizes and projects and materials that help Sequoia staff to respond to new needs as they arise.

Please read on to learn more of how you made a difference. And thank you.

Sincerely,

Marianne Jett
Co-President

Tessa Solomon
Co-President

YOUR 2018-19 DONATIONS FUNDED 2019-2020 PROGRAMS

WHAT ABOUT 2020-2021?

“Continuing to support small class sizes, college/career counseling, and access to technology is an advantage the SHSEF gives Sequoia students. With the additional funds raised last year, enrichment activities, anti-racist education resources, mental health supports will help make this year one of empowerment and transformation for our students and families.”

-Sean Priest
Sequoia HS Principal

Visit our website for the detailed list of programs.
COLLEGE-BOUND! THE AVID FAMILY

SHSEF supports the Advancing Via Individual Determination, (AVID) Program at Sequoia, which focuses on closing the opportunity gap among at-risk students. For the past 13 years, AVID has shepherded hundreds of students to academic success. This year, all 46 AVID seniors were accepted to a four year college, including UC Berkeley, UC San Diego, Grambling State University, to name a few!

The foundation for success starts with the SHSEF sponsored “College Day,” when all freshmen visit a college campus. SHSEF also supports program operations, so that the AVID teachers can focus on students rather than on fundraising.

“AVID has given me confidence to prove not only to myself but to the people around me that I can achieve everything I set my mind to.”
- Maria Chavez, Class of 2020
Attending UC Merced in Fall ’20

- **46**
  AVID Class of ’20
  Seniors

- **98%**
  AVID students enroll in at least one IB Course

- **8**
  AVID seniors completed the IB Diploma

- **100%**
  AVID graduates are attending college in the fall

THERE IN TIMES OF NEED: FAMILY SUPPORT

SHSEF funds The Family Support Program, which provides emergency support for Sequoia students and their families in crisis. As a result of COVID-19 and its financial impact, this program is even more critical.

- A parent suffered an accident and was not able to work for several months. Family Support grants helped them with rent, food and other basic needs.

- The Adopt-a-Family program provided essential items—including 12 new bikes—to families in need during the holiday season.

- The Mask Challenge program (left) provided 1,000+ masks to students and their families.
SHSEF’s funding for the Raven Report allows student journalists to engage in project-based learning with the product landing in the hands of the student body.

This year, on the verge of closing for the semester, the journalism team finished the March issue and distributed it during the shelter-in-place. The students continued to publish online at ravenreport.org where they embedded the digital version of the newsmagazine completed remotely in May.

The National Scholastic Press Association acknowledged our Editors-in-Chief, Taylor Gayner and Jay Tipirneni, on their Honor Roll of Student Journalists.

REDUCED CLASS SIZE AND HIGHER MATH

SHSEF allocated $183K to fund eight class sections to enable smaller freshmen core class sizes, a piano elective class, JAVA and higher-level IB math. Additionally, $16K funded after school math tutoring.

“Because of SHSEF, I was able to tutor students after school multiple days a week. This extra support was a key component in students’ success with these classes and exams.”

- Josh Yezerski
IB Math Teacher
WHAT DO ROBOTS HAVE IN COMMON WITH SOCIAL JUSTICE LESSONS?

As a partner organization, SHSEF is proud to support PTSA with an annual grant to support MINI-GRANTS of up to $750 for students and faculty projects that spark creativity and innovation.

**Robotics Team Tournaments**

“As the Treasurer for Sequoia’s two First Tech Challenge Robotics teams, I asked for a mini-grant for tournament fees. This allowed each team to participate in two tournaments and the senior team to participate in the NorCal regional tournament.”

*Blaise Baker, Class of 2020*

*Robotics Team Treasurer*

---

**Supplemental Reading Materials for World Studies**

“I used the mini-grant to purchase copies of Trevor Noah’s book *Born a Crime* to enrich the Oppression/Apartheid unit in my 9th grade World Studies courses. The students were drawn into Noah’s sobering but humorous account of his experience growing up during and after apartheid in South Africa. They were able to identify with Noah’s experiences as a teen and young adult, facilitating class discussions and reflection.”

*Pablo Aguilera*

*World Studies Teacher*
THANK YOU DONORS!

INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY DONORS

*doubled donation through corporate matching gift

DIAMOND CIRCLE $10,000+
Alexia and Henry Moore
Courtney and Todd Power
Kate Worthington and Dan Marusich*

PLATINUM CIRCLE $5,000-$9,999
Anonymous (2)
Monique Burtshel and Charles Inman
Leslie and Michael Doyle
Adrienne and Matthew Heist
Rebecca and David Tom*
Amy Blodgett and Bill Stafford
Andrea and Brian Hernacki
Diana Hardy and David Viner
Amy and Todd Cowgill*
Janet and Roy Dorling

GOLD CIRCLE $2,500-$4,900
Anonymous (4)
Heather Alexander and John Swinnerton
Jan and Page Benway
Kathryn and Jeremy Blanchard
Natasha Rock* and Adam Brown
Margaret and Ted Brockman
Junko and Kevin Bryant
Douglas Buckley
Eirene Chen and Stephen Cottrell
Emi and Will Chuang
DeeDee and Doug Clarke
Debbie and Timothy Cullinan
Carrie Doyle and Matthew Baker
Gretchen and Warren Fox
Thomas and Karen Gebhart
Somer and Alec Gillis
Stacy and Gjalt Huissman
Diane Jacobson
Brett Gardner and Joe Stampleman
Molly and Eric Johnson
Rebecca Joslin-Davis and Reggie Davis
Julie Juergens and Erik Budde
Jackie and Winston King
Anthony Kovscak and Rebecca Taylor
Mike and Tanya Lazzaroni
Laurel and John McAtee
Stephanie and Brian McCollum
Todd and Jackie McCormack
Nancy Miyasaka and John Spottiswood
Justin and Elisa Nino-Sears
Steve and Amy Obana
Michael and Amy Ollmann*
Elizabeth Parkhurst and Russell Rice
Jennifer and Anthony Pedrotti
Lynn and Jeff Pierce*
Annika and Jay Reinemann
Laurie Reynolds and Kathleen Erededge
Wendy and Michael Sawyer*
Anne Scholes
Kim and Brian Sichlinger
Tessa Solomon and Rex Delizo
Sarah and Eric Sorensen
John and Emily Sullivan
Jane and Paul Taylor
Carol Ting and Laszlo Csit*
Elvira Tomacder-Ferfas and Arnie Ferfas
Quynh Tran and Kim Liou
Tina and Daren Tsui
Lisa Venosta May and Chris May
Jennifer and Randy Webb*
Jamie and Brian Williams*
Kimberly Woolley* and Alistair Barr
Nicole and Bob Ziegler*

SILVER CIRCLE $1,200-$2,499
Anonymous (4)
Carolyn Arbuckle and Jim Eggeemeyer
Nancy and Greg Bardsley
Erika and Colin Blaney
Omnar and Daniel Bomya
Dave and Noel Brown
Alana and Mark Corso
Kirsten and Carter Crum
Antonia and Darin Daskarol
Jeanne and Seth Digel
Tobin and Roxana Dommer
Greta and Lance Eastman
Brett and Pamela Ehrlich*
Benjamin Fisch
Gupta Family
Heather and Rich Hansen
Edward Hardie* and Christopher O’Hare
Alain Hofmann
Xanthe Hopp
Suzie and Eric Hughes
Charlie and Katie Hughtgren
Jacobson Family
Angie and Keith Jones
Jill and Peter Kadlec
Nan Kadrich* and Scott Ellis
Barb Kandarian
Christopher Kashap and Michele Chase Kashap
Matt and Karen Kaufman
Chris and Rachel Krueger
Karyn and Adam Kurland*
Chiyomi Kuroki-Hirano* and Chris Hirano
Danielle Sunshine and Igal Ladabaum
Karen and Brian Laing
Karen Latina and Evan Susser
Sarah and Peter Lively
Shannon Lyons in honor of Denise Lyons
Greg Marcus and Rachel Kindt
Martha McDaniel Landels and Edward Landels
Jeanette and Julio Medina
Jackie and Stephen Melz
Bahram Memarzadeh and Hoa Duong
Jim and Megan Miller
Sara Myers*
Tammi Ng-Lee*
Patricia and Kevin O’Connor*
Eric and Kristin Olson*
Su-Yun Paik and Adam Dobrer
Meredith and Robert Park
Robert Rush
Susannah Sallim-Scherer and Tom Scherer
Cathy and Steve Schechter
Grace and Andrew Schulz
Caitlin Schneider and Tom Lo
Gail and Mike Schwartz
Icheng Shannon Chi* and Zach Sweeney
Eli Sheynin and Denise Silverman
Aimee and Andrew Swanson
Danielle and Chris Van Wirt
Susan and Alan Winthrop

BRONZE CIRCLE $500-$1,199
Anonymous (8)
Judy and Brian Adams
Josi Atwal*
Kelly and Brian Baird*
Cynthia Baish and E. Marco Baish
Steven Butler
Kristen Bouma and Ignacio Navarrete Jr.
Scott and Kara Cadigan
Nancy and Frank Carraro
Kate and Jay Corpus*
Christina and Brian Fletcher
Brent and Maya Goetz
David Greenhill* and Anne-Marie Brest
Antoine and Marjorie Hamelin*
Chuck and Natalie Henderson*
Kristin and Paul Henige
Gayle and Jeff Hoch*
Sheri and Gerard Horan
Samantha and Kobi Iki
Marianne and Brian Jett
Kirsten and Ben Johnson*
Mimi and Robert Kahn
Jami Lieberman* and Hugh Burnham
Alisa and Neil MacAvoy
Sarah and John McCaughey
Mark Olson and Linda Kleinschmidt
Lisa Pokorny and Greg White
Posner-Wallace Foundation
Erika and Eduardo Pretell
Sean Priest
Sandra Rick
Michal and David Roof*
Beth and Josh Rowell
Sahn Family
Michelle and Greg Sarraill
Franz Seidelhuber and Kathi Matuzek
Julie and Joe Seroogy
Bradley and Darryl Shafer
Nicole Sommerfeld
Joni Spangler
Kristin and Wes Stout
San-San Tu and Michael Wang
Michelle Waterman and Ryan Tamm
Christie Waters
Cynthia and Andy Wigin
Makiko and Seichi Yokoi*

COPPER CIRCLE - $499
Anonymous (17)
Sandra Bautista
Vivian Bell
Hans and Nancy Bender*
Stephanie Blau
Ray and Julie Bolanos
Kathy Bollinger*
Tom and Kris Brown
Leo and Michelle Chang
Linda Cutting and Matthew Ward
Mozelle Da Costa Pinto
Dayna and Mike Danielson
Pam and Felipe Delgado
Laura Downs and Eugene Dovydanis*
Cynthia and Charles Giovannetti
Gary Gooch
Maria and Ramon Guitron
Kelly and Joe Haws
Heather Kirkpatrick and Rob Reich
THANK YOU DONORS!

Maeve Knoth
Knudler Family
Laura Larkin
Paul and Sydney Lizundia
Saba and Ali Malik
Alison Martin and Alex Palen
Janette and John McAfee*
Bradley and Maggie McKeon
Minerva Meese
Sara Meltzer
Eric Miranda*
Sara Moorhead and
Joshua Solomon
Rebecca and Robert Morris
Heather Morton
Brian and Tina Murphy
Arthur and Patricia Navarro
Kathy and Laura Parmer-Lohan*
Kim and Alan Rosenmiller
Katherine and Jerry Schembri
Kevin and Shelley Scott
Alissa Talesnick
Maria Thome*
Chris Thomsen
Susan and David Tokheim
Kristine and Dan Webb

DONOR AMOUNT ANONYMOUS
Meredith and Scott Armienti
Kristine and David Avila
Jonathan and Elizabeth Bamford
Virginia and Roni Barash
Patricia and Vince Barott
Wendy and Thomas Bastis
Morris and Michelle Beatty
Isha Bhatt and Gurudey Karanath
Jeanette and Christian Bjoernsen
Sylvie Bluemstein and Uri Ladabaum
Boland Family
Patrick Brennan and Lisane Drouin
Beth Browdy and David Weiner
Linda and Jon Burt
Sabrina Carroll
Julia Chalios
Chin Family
Diana Chung and Paul Keitz
Jessica and Scott Collibee
Gopi Devalcheruvu and
Niharika Mohanty
Jessica and William Dietrich
Doran Donnelly and Karen
Looye Donnelly
Ruth and Michael Donohue*
Rory and Doroth Dooley
Lisane Drouin and Patrick Brennan
Jeff and Sylvia Erickson
Brian and Aicha Evans
Pam and Arthur Evans
Joan and John Fazio*
Allyson Fisch
Michele and Marc Francesconi
Glen and Kathleen Furuta*
Garay Family
Martin Gawiltzke and
Stefanie Weikert
Shelly and David Gayner
Charles and Mira Gillet
Megan and David Goulden
Lisa Hane and Hugh Rienhoff
Kim and Owen Hartman
Aditi and Eric Hilbert
Jennifer and Greg Holmes
Eva Igliesias and Lohren Green
Casey Inman* and Matthew Kowitt
Karen and Simon Jackson*
Joanna and Alistair Jeffs*
Tiffany and Dave Karow
Jennifer and James Knopf
Kuramoto Family*
Langford Family Foundation
Andi and Michael Lanhm
Patty Leeper and Craig Ball
Eric and Susan Lier
Sherry and Brian Lipson
Andrew and Whitney Liu*
Laura and Bret Lizundia
Michele Lyons and
Emanuel Dounias
Yolanda and Joseph Mangolini
Kathleen McGrath and Jeff Diether
Victoria Mendiola and Joe Allen
Lisa and Danforth Miller
Lil Morales and Gyn Canete
Todd and Krista Morey
Michele and Eric Moyer
Megan and Kevin Murray
Caryn Nadelberg and
Matthew Jacob
Zoanne Nelson and Al Chan
Michael and Laura Nibbi
Aurelien and Emilie Nolf*
Karen and Jim Oda
Jackie and Fred Ottino
Sharon Penn and
Stephen Williams
Kent Perry
Brenda and David Reeves
Molly and Scott Reynick
Leah Rose-Goodwin and
Colin Goodwin
Jennifer and Scott Rudy
Carol and Mark Sato
Cathy and Steve Schecter
Elizabeth Schuler
Paul and Beth Schult
Katy and Clint Scott
Nina and Jay Shah
Lois and Steven Silva
Helen Lin and Alexander Simon
Tricia and Dan Smith
Jason Solomon
Linda and Lee Solon
Maren Stever and Sef Kloninger
Tavarez Orthodontics
Isabelle and Clemens Tillier
Angie and David Tinsin
Joseph and Deborah Vasquez
Lisa Scheidecker and
Andrew Velline
Susie and Jim Vick
Todd and Lisa Wagner
Barbara and Terry Weissman
Karen and Kevin Wray
Viki Young and Mark Schlager

IN-KIND DONORS
Prima Printing
Redwood City Florist
Jennifer Webb Graphic Design

CORPORATE MATCHING DONORS
Abbott Laboratories Employee
Giving Campaign
Adobe
AmazonSmile
Amgen Foundation
Apple
Applied Materials
Cisco Community Connection
Dolby Match Program
Elasticsearch
Electronic Arts
Envestnet
Franklin Templeton Investments
Genentech Givingstation
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
Google Matching Gifts Program
HPI
Intel Matching Gifts Program
Mattson Technology Inc.
McKesson
McKinsey & Company, Inc.
Network for Good
Nvidia
Oath, Inc.
Oportun
Oracle Corporation Matching
Gifts Program
PG&E Corporation Foundation
PayPal
Roche Matching Gifts & Employee
Volunteer Programs
SAP Matching Gift Program
Sony Interactive Entertainment, LLC
State Farm Companies Foundation
Teleflex Foundation
The David & Lucile Packard
Foundation
The SAP Charitable Fund
VISA Givingstation
VMware Foundation
Varian Partners
Walmart Foundation
Wells Fargo
Your Cause / Silicon Valley
Community Foundation
Your Cause, LLC

BUSINESS SPONSORS

DIAMOND
Dwell Realtors – Laura Bertolacci
Gunderson, Dettmer, Stough,
Villeneuve, Franklin & Hachigian

PLATINUM
County Consumer Plumbing
Equity Builders Group
NTK Construction
Tavarez Orthodontics
Wells Fargo Foundation

GOLD
Goetz Brothers Sporting Goods
Good Dog! Dog Walkers (Kirk
and Amy Brennan)
Harvest Furniture
Scenic Scapes Inc. (Brian and
Kelly Baird)

SILVER
Coast to Coast Development
(Augie and Jasmin Peeci)
Geoffrey’s Diamonds and Goldsmith
O’Neill Vintners & Distillers
(Mark and Risa Federeigh)
Rim Orthodontics
VISA

BRONZE
Bay Cities Driving School
(Ken Wang)
ROCKIN’ WRAPS

FOUNDATIONS AND CORPORATE DONORS
Eustace Kwan Foundation
Oracle America, Inc.
State Farm Companies Foundation
Vanguard Charitable

We apologize for errors or omissions. Please email admin@hsf.org with changes to your listing.
HOW CAN YOU SUPPORT SHSEF?

Donate by Check or Online
www.shsef.org/donate

Donate Stock
Schwab Depository Trust Company
DTC # 0164, Code 40
Acct Registration: Sequoia High School Education Foundation Endowment
Acct Number: 1312-4457
Please e-mail info@shsef.org with details of your transaction.

Become a Business Sponsor
Enjoy special marketing benefits.

Double Your Donation
Through Employee Gift Matching Programs. Check with your HR department. See our Donor Roll for list of current companies.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Marianne Jett, Co-President
Tessa Solomon, Co-President
Sean Priest, Principal
Florian Shasky, Vice-President
Heather Alexander, Treasurer
Saba Malik, Secretary
Margaret Brockman, Leadership Circle Chair
Dawn Brozek, Grants Chair
Julie Juergens, Leadership Circle Chair
Christopher Kashap, Events Chair
Alisa MacAvoy, Community/Alumni Chair
John McAfee, Freshman Liaison Chair
Kathy McGrath, Database Chair
Elisa Niño-Sears, Family Support and ELAC Liaison
Rebecca Tom, Business Sponsorship Program Chair
Tessa Yeager, Staff Liaison

Ann Berlafa, Boosters President
Isha Bhatt, PTSA President
Pamela Ehrlich, Visual and Performing Arts Liaison

Hilary Paulson, Operations Manager

SHSEF MISSION
The Sequoia High School Education Foundation (SHSEF) supports staff, projects and programs to ensure that every student has the opportunity to reach their highest potential. We raise funds for college services, academic enrichment programs, staff professional development, and student and family support.